
A  practical  guide  to  how  your  business

can  adapt  to  the  ongoing  crisis

COVID  -  19

How  to
Promote  a
new  service
on  social



MAKING YOUR 
NEW SERVICE
SUCCESSFUL

Part 2 of our COVID-19 Guide For Restaurants described innovative ideas

for delivery and takeaway based on what has been working for others, if

you missed it, here it is. 

 

So, you have managed to adapt and you have started to offer food for

delivery...but how do you get the word out?  What marketing can you do

quickly, for minimal cost and targeted directly to your ideal consumer?

Social media is the answer and in this part of our guide we will provide

suggestions as to what we can do to help.

 

If you are one of our clients, please just reach out to your Community

Manager.  If you are a restaurant or cafe owner looking for help you can

contact us at community@sociolocal.ie.
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https://www.sociolocal.ie/post/covid-19-a-practical-guide-part-2-how-to-adapt-to-offering-delivery


Post your full menu online as soon as

you can, if you are a client of Socio

Local you send it to us and we can

create a branded graphic for you.

 

If you are not a client you can type up

the menu on a word document and

take a screen grab.  Make sure your

business logo is at the top, along with

the the contact details. We would also

suggest keeping the colouring and

fonts in line with your current menu

and branding.

 

One of the fundamentals of building

brand recognition and awareness is

consistency in your branding and

messaging. This concept is no different

when it comes to social media.

 

So firstly, get your service defined. What

are you calling it? what are the opening

hours? (changeable we know) and how

does it work?  Write it all down plus the

COVID-19 procedures you have in place,

this way you can just repeat the

messaging to ensure nothing is left out.
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Define  The  Service

Get  Your  Menu  Online

https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/
https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/


Post your menu on your Instagram

stories. Instagram stories are very

have a higher reach than native

posts and of Instagrams 1 billion

users 500 million of them use

stories everyday. 62% people say

they have become more interested

in a brand or product after seeing it

in Stories

 

Here is a great example of a

restaurant in Milan showing their

delivery cyclist leaving the

restaurant on their Instagram

stories.
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Create an Instagram highlight for

your new service. Instagram

highlights are short videos that

remain at the top of your

Instagram profile. You can edit

them as you wish so they are

perfect for a short-term service.

Instagram highlights can be

helpful when someone has missed

the story but ends up visiting your

profile. For example here you can

see Dublin restaurant Roly's and

Rome native Marigold have

created a dedicated highlight for

their 'Click 'n Collect' service. This

a really great option when your

website takes longer to chance

and if you have a good following

on Instagram

 

https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/
https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/
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Consistent  and  Clear  Posting

Social Media is a very powerful and

relatively inexpensive tool that can be

used expertly to deliver results for

you. Informative posts about your

delivery/takeaway services can be

posted by us on your social channels.

We can then promote these so it

reaches a wider audience.

 

It is easy to incorporate online order

links in social posts that can be added

as Call-To-Action on your posts and

drive customers to your online orders

page to place orders. We can also use

these tools to showcase your

takeaway menu online.

Create  a  Delivery  Incentive

If you want to get the word out about

your new delivery service why not

offer an incentive.  Here is a great

example from UK restaurant Chook

Chook offering free delivery as they

opened up their service.  If you work

with us or another agency you can

then ask your Community Manager to

put advertising spend behind the

incentive post to increase the amount

of people who see it.

 

https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/
https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/
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Coming up next in the guide we look at how as a restaurant 

you can assist your community and take part is building social 

capital within your local custom.

UP NEXT
 

HELPING YOUR COMMUNITY

Next installment 27 | 3| 20

https://www.instagram.com/jr.flmkr/

